Demand for supply chain professionals exceeds supply by a ratio of six to one, according to the Center for Supply Chain Research at Pennsylvania State University’s Smeal College of Business. With demand projected to increase 20 percent during the next decade, the retirement of skilled Baby Boomers looming, and required skill sets changing dramatically, it’s a situation that may get worse before it gets better. While the lure of high-paying jobs ultimately should attract a new crop of promising applicants, where and how they will receive the necessary training is an open question.

“All supply chains are global, so the need for coordinating complex flows of material and money is becoming ever more important,” says Chris Capice, executive director of the Center for Transportation and Logistics at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and director of the university’s MITx MicroMasters program in supply chain management. The program is equivalent to one semester of coursework at MIT and allows those who complete it to apply for an accelerated, residential, one-semester master’s degree program in supply chain management there. “Supply chain management is really, at its heart, about managing the flows of money, information, and physical product. So as firms go global, the number of supply chain professionals needed increases.”

The biggest spike in demand during the past five years has been for supply chain professionals with materials management skills, and it continues to grow, says Dennis Theodorou, vice president of executive search at JMJ Phillip, where he manages the global supply chain and manufacturing executive search practices. “The issue with this role is that it is all-encompassing. You need to understand scheduling and forecasting, inventory levels, and lead times and be able to deal with upstream supplier issues. We continue to see growth for transportation analysts, logistics and distribution managers, and global sourcing professionals,” he reports. When it comes to finding qualified people to fill those openings, “The smart companies are targeting the top supply chain schools,” he says, calling out schools like MIT, Michigan State University, Ohio State University, and others.

Patrick Van Hull, vice president of research at SCM World, a cross-industry supply chain peer network and learning community recently acquired by Gartner, says the need starts at the top, with the position of chief supply chain officer. “Increasingly, we’re finding that men and women with supply chain backgrounds are taking on overall business leadership,” he says, noting that the trend creates an upward flow of development that requires a full talent pipeline.

As these nascent trends unfold, however, businesses face the challenge of finding qualified supply chain professionals in the here and now. Where are they finding them? “The short answer is, wherever the heck they can!” Capice asserts, but he notes that the industry’s approach to training and education must change to meet long-term needs. While there is a wide range of training opportunities for current practitioners, they tend to focus on doing today’s job a little better instead of preparing learners to be ready for the jobs and challenges of tomorrow.

“This is the primary difference between education and training. Focused training on the details of specific tools and current situations can blind a student to the underlying fundamentals that will always apply, even as macro conditions change,” Capice stresses. “MIT and the MicroMasters program are all about educating learners on the fundamental methods, approaches, and concepts that are present in all supply chains.”
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